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Chemours has always been committed to sustainable products and 
solutions. In 2018, following the United Nations Sustainable  
Development Goals (UN SDGs), we established 10 benchmarks that 
would provide a blueprint for all Chemours locations across the globe. 
Our goal is to reduce our carbon footprint, create a more inclusive  
environment, and ensure safety excellence in our workplaces.  
Ultimately, we want to journey to net-zero operations by 2050.   

Antwerp and Belgium as a whole have been important hubs in the  
advancement of Europe. Today, that still holds true, as the port city 
has become the second-largest chemical cluster in the world, after 
Houston, Texas. Our presence in Antwerp dates back more than  
40 years, with the establishment of our Antwerp Distribution Center 
(ADC). The street where ADC was located was even renamed  
Wilmington Street, in reference to the city of our parent company. 
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This is Chemours in 
Antwerp (Kallo) 

In 2018, we set 10 ambitious goals  
that contribute to a better world.  
These Corporate Responsibility  
Commitment (CRC) goals inspire us  
and enable us to meet the world’s  
growing demands for greater equality 
and safer, more sustainable products.
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Our Knowledge to Realize 
Your Business Successes

Today, our Antwerp facilities are located at the  
Singelberg, on the banks of the Schelde River.  
Our offices host our inside sales team and customer 
services teams, which support all our businesses for 
the entire EMEA region. Together with our logistics 
team, these dedicated employees organize the  
ordering, handling, shipping, and invoicing for all  
our EMEA customers, for an annual realized revenue  
of $1.4B.

Since most of our goods are imported from other  
regions of the globe, these teams also coordinate the  
warehouse activities for the storage of our products. 
More specifically, our operations team organizes the 
repacking of our Ti-Pure™ products (imported from the 
U.S. and Mexico) through a contractor, with a unique  
process developed in partnership with them.

Responsible Handling 
of Products  
Our Antwerp location also provides technical support for 
our Ti-Pure™ business, for both coatings and plastics  
applications. In our two on-site laboratories, we  
develop and enhance application techniques for our  
finished products. We are also actively involved in a  
research initiative called Remove2Reclaim, to develop the 
recycling of Ti-Pure™ contained in plastics.
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Focusing on Female 
Leadership
At Chemours, our goal is to have at least 50% of  
our leadership positions across the globe filled by  
women. Our Antwerp facility is leading the way,  
with already more than 50% of leadership positions 
held by women.

Our location employs nearly 85 vibrant individuals, who represent eight nationalities and fluently speak 
12 languages.
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Nationalities 
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Languages spoken 
at the Antwerp location:

Dutch, French, German, English, Italian, 

Turkish, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, 

Berber, Danish, Norwegian
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